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TMOUTH GAME Alpha Gamma Rho
PICTURE PRESENTATIONS
HAUCK INAUGURATION TO MAINE-DAR
TO BE ON AIR OVER WLBZ Has High Average ARE MADE TO UNIVERSITY
FEATURE HOME-COM1NG
Nei Mathetai Leads AT FACULTY GATHERING
HELD ON NOVEMBER 2-3
Registrar Gives Averages
Father, Son Paintings
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r
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Speake
Edman
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Are Presented by
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To Be Here for
Philip T. Oak
At Next Assembly
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MASQUE SELECTION
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19
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Oak Were
Cloke Is Chairman
Of Faculty -Alumni
Group

Dean

For Tryouts in
Airy Drama

By Elston Ingalls
The frivolous modern comedy.
"Candlelight," translated by P. G.
Wodehouse from the German of S.
Geyer, famous writer of humorous
tales, is the final selection for the
initial performance of the Maine
Masque, and will be offered to the
public on Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Nov. 7 and 8, at 7:30
Dr. Hauck, who came to the Uniwill
o'clock in the Little Theatre.
Lafayette,
from
versity of Maine

Inauguration of the new President of the University of Maine,
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, will take
place during the annual Alumni
Home-coming program November 2-3 according to an announcement by Harmon G.
Allen, President of the University Board of Trustees.

For the first time in years,
and perhaps in the history of
the University of Maine, a
game between the Black
Bears of Maine and an opponent football eleven will be
broadcast by a major broadcasting company.
On Saturday, through the
combined resources of radio
station WLBZ of Bangor and
the National Broadcasting
Company, the Maine-Dartmouth football game at Hanover, New Hampshire, will be
heard by Maine radio listeners.
Much credit is due Jack Atwood, manager of WLBZ,for
getting the broadcast.

The scholarship averages of all
fraternities, sororities, and active organizations at the University, as issued recently from the office of the
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Eminent Philosopher

Registrar, finds Neal Mathetai leadTo Speak Twice
ing in scholarship average for organWhile Here
izations with a rank of 3.38, and
Alpha Gamma Rho leading the fraIrwin Edinan. philosopher, authternities with an average rank of or and teacher, will speak on "The
2.76.
Dilemma of the Educated" at the
Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi are next assembly which will be held
not included in the following list :
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338
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PALE BLUE KEY HOLDS Omicron Nu
Gamma Rho
FIRST MEETING THURS. Alpha
This airy drama, founded not on moral
Kappa Phi Kappa

John and Lyndon
Prominent in Affairs
Of University

Two portraits perpetuating the
memories of men whose names are
prominent in the history of the University of Maine. were presented to
Tuesday at a faculty
the
meeting.

'use ceremony was impressive and
unique in that the portraits were of
father and son. Honorable Lyndon
Oak, of Garland, and Honorable
Julio M. Oak, of Bangor. The
painting of Lyndon Oak was given
by his daughter, Mrs. Grace Oak
Parker, of Portland, and the one of
.John M. Oak was the gift of Mrs.
John Oak, of Bangor. The presentation was made by Philip 'I'. Oak.
a graduate of the University in the
class of 1924, of Whiting, Indiana.
President Arthur A. Hauck received
the portraits for the University.
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meetings a year were usually the minorganization are:
FIRST MEETING
Orono High School's hill and dale
YEAR'S
Thursday for a
leave
Crossland
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number. It is not in my rememimum
A. Hamilton Boothby. I,ivermore Falls;
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plodders scored a 27-28 victory over
WED.
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Dean 0. S. Lutes of the School of Edu- meeting of the Oxford County
that Mr. Oak ever missed atbrance
the freshman B team on the Uni- Arnold Kaplan. Roxbury. Mass.; Stuart
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Maine-Verm
coming
University of Maine Alumni Associa- cussion of the organization was held,
sentience, but when we reflect that a
(J), third; Smith (M), fourth; Wis- Carl Whitman, Auburn. Richard Woos- reation room in North Stevens next Tues(
tion which in the past has been one of and plans were made for the coming
meeting of the board of trustees, behart (M), fifth; Darveau (0), sixth; ter. Old Town ; James Day, Beverly.
the most active groups of the thirty- year. At this time invitations were
day evening at 7:30.
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be the eighth president of the institution. He succeeded President Harold philosophy, but on noisy, rapid-tire dia30,
S. Boardman who retired June
been a popular vehicle for two
who in turn was successor to Dr. Clar- logue, has
ence C. Little, both of whom were in- really great stars of th legitimate stage
augurated during the spring months. and the flickering screen, Gertrude LawTwo committees, one composed of rence and Leslie Howard. Gilbert Miller,
members of the Board of Trustees and perhaps the acme of theatrical producers
the other of faculty alumni, are work- of the past several seasons, backed the
ing cooperatively to make arrange- play and subsequently found it to be one
ments for this important event.
of his most popular and most profitable
The Trustees committee consists of
adventures.
Portland,
of
'13,
Edward E. Chase,
Honorable Bertram E. Packard, '10L,
The story concerns a certain Prince
of Augusta, Commissioner of Educa- Rudolls ambitious valet who falls in love
Falmouth.
of
tion, and John T. Gyger,
with a strange feminine voice over the
Dr. Paul Cloke, Dean of the College telephone wire. He invites the owner i if
of Technoligy, is chairman of the
employer's apartment. but
faculty-alumni committee. The other the voice to his
members are Dr. Olin S. Lutes, Head before she arrives he changes his livery
of the School of Education, Dr. James and dons his master's clothing. CompliMuilenburg, Dean of the College of cations appear rapidly when the real
Arts and Sciences, Dr. Arthur L. Prince returns home quite unexpectedly,
Deering, Dean of the College of Agrihe accepts the situation and the events
culture, and Charles E. Crossland, Ex- but
the truest
ecutive Secretary of the General that follow prove to he some of
comedy of modern drama.
lonini A-,ociation.
Tryouts for this play were held in the
Little Theatre on Monday evening. when
approximately 25 aspirants appeared.
Prof. Bailey. of the public speaking department, stated that some unusually
•
talent was discovered, as sevTentative Plans Drawn Up For promising
showed exceptional abilpeople
the
of
eral
Annual High School
ity in the comedy roles. There will be
Conference
another opportunity some evening this
Plans for the annual high school week to try for a part, as the final call for
were dis- candidates will come at that tone.
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The right start for college
Give yourself the right start for college life with a man',
wardrobe. Our tip. Stock up with Arrow Shirts.
A brand-new assortment has just come in, including . . .
ARROW TRUMP,most popular shirt in America.
ARROW GORDON, the smart, comfortable oxford that won't shrink.
ARROW MITOGA, the form-fitting shirt.

Bumming Rides
In a recent communication to
the Maine Campus, a University
professor states that while driving from Old Town to Orono recently, two students stepped in
front of his car to ask a ride. It
was after dark. If another car
had been coming, he said, it
would have been extremely difficult to have missed hitting them.
Cases of this kind involving
students are much too common
on the Orono-Bangor highway.
It would seem that the tragic
death which befell a Maine
freshman walking on the cement
road a few years ago, has been ,
forgotten by many members of
the student body.
It has been learned that several complaints have been received at the office of the Dean
of Men in regard to the practice
of "bumming" rides. It is not
impossible that, unless the present procedure used by students
in obtaining transportation is
changed, the Orono police de- A quadruple tie for first place in
partment will take drastic mea- the fast time of 28 minutes, 50 seconds
sures to stop all ride thumbing. featured the first Maine varsity time
over the 5-mile Orono course.
Soliciting rides is a dangerous trial
Bill Hunnewell, Joe Marsh, and the
and illegal practice, but it is Black twins breasted the tape hand
realized that a mere warning in hand as the remainder of the field
will not suffice to deter students. scattered far in the rear behind them.
At any rate, keep off the cement Coach Jenkins' sopohmore prodigy
Howard Stagg was fifth while Saundrnad.
ers, 1933 veteran, was in sixth place..

Starting next week, fraternities here begin their fall initiations, ushering in the inevitable
"Hell Week" practices which
have been so prominent a part
of the informal ceremony as
carried on here at Maine for
many years.
Hell week is fundamentally a

childish hangover from tradition
and high school days. Few of the I
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Address all business correspondence to the
Business Manager; all other correspondence
to the Editor in -Chief.
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice. Orono. Maine.
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
Printed at the University Press,
Orono, Maine.
Office on the third floor of the M. C. A.
Podding. Tel. Extension 51
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Bantam Muster
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

Student Senate
The purpose of the Men's Student Senate of the University of
Maine. as outlined in the constitution of that body, is to
"foster and direct student sentiment in the direction of general cooperation, unified college
spirit, promotion of beneficial
student activities, and to uphold
the University ideals."
It further states that it "shall
hold itself ready to cooperate
with the University in the adjustment and solution of all
campus problems."
Far too few students on this
campus realize the aims and
problems of the Senate. Many
regard it as a political organization of fraternity presidents,
looking out for their own interests. It is regrettable that students show so little interest in
one of the most important student organizations here.
At present the Senate is
theoretically representative of
only about 60 per cent of the
University male enrollment. No
off-campus students are represented, although the constitution
states that there shall be one
represenative for approximately
each forty non-fraternity students of sophomore, junior, and
senior classes.
With the whole hearted support and interest of the student
body. the Senate can accomplish
a great deal more than it has in
the past. Keep in contact with
your Senate representative, find
out what the Senate is trying to
do from time to time, and show
the proper cooperation which is
due this organization.

'ILLINOIS STUDENT EDITOR permanent basis.
The code was adapted fn
INTRODUCES PRESS CANONS
FOR COLLEGIATE WRITERS "Canons of Journalism" of the
can Society of Newspaper
Urbana, 111.—"Canons of the ColNothing of the original I
legiate Press," a series of guiding
eliminated, but considerable
lights for the college editor, have been
added to take care of the col:,
introduced by Ben Lieberman, editor- of the problems. Liebermar,
in-chief of the Illinois student daily was submitted to Dr. A. C. V.
and bid strongly for acceptance by the President of the University, :.
approved almost immediately.
college editors.
especially
for
not
They were written
Lambda Chi Alpha entertaine.1
The Daily Illini nor for its mother party Saturday evening. Among 1
university, Illinois, but for universities tending were: Barbara SanbonL
all over the country which are beset Fitch, Marjorie March, Charles NI
with •publication difficulties. They seek Henrietta Cliff, Ralph Hayes, Nai,!, ••••,e
to offer a form for official recognition ders, Harold Boardman. Heler,
ii,•
to establish the various student pub- Ernest Dinsmore, Ethel Bingle.
lications, especially the dailies, on a ry Lord.

and Bob Corbett, a sophomore, in
seventh.
Although running his first full season in cross country, Stagg has shown
remarkable improvement in running
ability. Already among the first five,
he is expected to better his mark before the season ends.
Maine will meet New Hampshire,.
Saturday, at Durham.

Remember, our Arrow Shirts are Sanforiced-Shrunk—guarank,
to hold the correct size always! All styles, all colors available. Prik
$1.95, $2,$2.50, $3.50

VIRGIE'S
ORONO

dling, tubbing, and "Hell Week"
as practiced there, Dr. Rufus B.
von Kleinsmid, president of the
University. said: "The University is obligated to protect the
health and well being of all
students placed under its supervision and to justify the faith
and confidence placed in it by
parents and patrons."

WEEK-END SPECIAL
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"Don't be alarmed, lad) my
Arrow shirt won't shrink."
With negligee comfort and elegance in style, Arrow
shins achieve that individual air of casual correctness. Drop into any Arrow shop and see the new
patterns today. They are decidedly smart and sure
to please. ... The prices are: $2, $2.50,$3.50
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older men who insist on the continuance of horse-play and the
general disruption of the mental
tranquillity of new men, can
give any logical reasons for
holding a Hell Week, nor can
they point out any advantage
which is gained by anyone concerned.
The obvious disadvantages are
many. Among the more important are the excessive absene, from classes, liability of physic.,
injury, disruption of athletic
practice sessions, and the unfavorable publicity given to fraternities during this period.
Hell Week was recently abolished at the University of Southern California. In banning pad-
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Merrill Hall Provides Accomodation
For Faculty And Practice For Coeds
•
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Dartmouth planning
cigarets in the boy's dormitory. As
WLBZ Saturday p.m.
an aerial attack while the Pale Blue game over
%% ill also take to the air. All in all
it Inks like a great struggle is in the
.tiing and a chance for Maine to fig„
ure prominently once more in national football news.
••• * ••
That old bugaboo, Mr. Jinx, is
/14/14 ith us again, and Ralph Viola,
fr,..h fullback, is his latest victim,
•tiffering a broken leg in a scrimmage Monday. They say that lightning never strikes in the same place
twice. but old man hard luck has hit
the football outfits plenty to date,
..pecially disastrous being Little11l(5 enforced absence from the
lineup for the season. Judging his
performances last year and those to
date in the current season, his loss
ill he keenly felt when the old
Mick Bear begins to sharpen his
teeth to defend his state title again a
%Neel: from Saturday. The dope
seems to indicate that Dave Morey
ha. one of the best outfits in years at
Rates this fall, and the Series struggle should be one of the toughest in
inany a year.

1:P0fIn
PI EL3

rushing against Vermont last week
for 23 first downs..The Dartniow •
Maine encounter will be broad,.,- •
over WLBZ Saturday p.m. for th,
benefit of the stay-at-home fans...
It looks as though world series pla:,
era will have to wear helmets in the
future if the fans put up a demonstration like they did against Medwick Tuesday at Detroit...The Big
Green has an entirely new coaching
staff this year and the team is expected to go places...Let's hope
they don't get far at Maine's expense
...See you at Hanover Saturday.
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Frank Islerrivvell had better look
to his laurels, for that finish put on
last Saturday morning by the frosh
eleven against Bridgton is worthy of
any dime novel. .Coach Jones has
one of the largest and most rugged
'quads in years to work with, and it
I..oks as though the frosh would have
one of the best years since the 1933
outfit finished undefeated.
Considering the brand of scrappy
football displayed by the Pale Blue
varsity the last week, it is surprising to note that about the only spectators in the Maine stands aside
from the hand (which always takes
a heating on wet days) were most
of the freshman class and a goodly
sprinkling of freshettes. The team
deserves better support than it has
been getting to date. There will be
a football rally conducted by the
Senior Skulls on the eve of the Bates
game and it is hoped that the largest
turnout ever will fill the new gymnasium to let the team know that the
student body is behind it to a maw
r,et m hear some support from those
ho go to Hanover this week-end.
••••••
Data Divided by Dots. .The train
which the f alai' outfit boarded this
afternoon will make a special stop at
Dover, N. II., to allow the Bricemen
and their luggage to disembark
"nnewhere near their destination...
Dartmouth gained 387 yards by

DOUGLAS E. JONES '36 — ENGLISH.
Composition is hard work! "Doug" says:
"When I feel played out, Camels give me

GET CAMEL!
WITH A

a real snapback in energy."

YOU'LL ENJOY this thrilling
response in your flow of energy!

ANY TOBACCO MAN
WILL TELL YOU:
Camels are made from
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos —Turkish and
Domestic — than any
other popular brand. fr

"Even the greatest writers are supposed

to find writing a hard task, and if you
ever have to do any writing you know
just how hard a time the rest of us, who
don't aspire to genius, have in expressing ourselves," says Douglas E.Jones,'36.
"Majoring in English, I put as much energy into writing as a man would use
up in heasy physical labor. When I feel
played out I smoke a Camel. Camels

give me a real snapback in energy. They
are so mild that I can smoke all 1 want
without upsetting my nerves."
You, too, will like Camel's matchless
blend of costlier tobaccos. Mild — but
never flat or "sweetish"—never tiresome
in taste. You'll feel like smoking more...
and you need not hesitate about it! For
with Camels, you will find that steady
smoking does not jangle the nerves.

4
.

Orchestra, Walter O'Keefe,
CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Casa Loma
WABC-Columbia Network. •BRIDGE EXPERT Shepard Barclay says:"Bridge
over
rs
Headline
Annett• Hanshaw, and other
calls for concentration. I smoke a Camel frequentS T.-04p.m.C.s T
Tuesday, 10 p. m. I..S T. —q pm I Thursday,9p m.I
ly, and feel refreshed and mentally alert again!
.
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RAPHERS HERE
MAINE REVIEW MAY BE
Campus Reporter Writes History of PHOTOG
FORM ORGANIZATION
PUBLISHED THIS FALL
,tog rapher s
, The Maine Review, literary publication
Former Traditional Maine Nights
Student phi

...re held by many fraternities. and
.
the merrymaking lasted far into the
Often we look hack on times past, and night. This was a typical Maine Night.
reflect with a sigh on the "good old days."
In the Campus story of Maine Night
Maine Night is one of the glories of the for November 4, 1927, the story is told
that a driving rain and a howling gale
dim (and yet iii it so dim) past.
On October 8. in the year of Our Lord failed to mar the night's activities. The
story's headlines stated Maine Night
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-one.
Quite Wet, which, as tradition goes, was
return
the
Maine Night. historic eve for
usually the case.
of Maine's far scattered alumni, was abnlThe next day was clear; the Maine
ished by action of the Alumni Council, Bears conquered Bowdoin, and
to celeand %s oh it was broken a tradition of brate the victory, Maine students gave
a
decades.
three
snake dance on a grand scale, and the
Homecoming! Yes, a day set apart for band executed a formation drill.
alumni to gather once a year to meet old
In '28 a feature of Maine Night was
friends, to renew old acquaintances was the opening of a huge drive to raise funds
inaugurated to replace Maine Night; a for the Memorial Gymnasium which,
welt-end of fun for the alumni. And thus thanks to the enthusiasm of these students,
Homecoming Day began its career, and stand, completed on our campus today.
will soon celebrate its fourth anniversary.
The next year a feature of the evening,
Ten years ago, one Friday evening in beside: the regular speeches, cheers, and
October on the eve of the Maine-Ibiw- songs, was an entertainment by the Mcdoin game, Maine Night was in full swing Michael twins. '32, whom many of the
by seven-thirty. Students and alumni present student body remember. 7 he afcrowded into the old gym to celebrate. fair ended with the traditional biinfire.
The team was greeted with lusty cheers
But, ah. the irony of it. for the Maine
and yells. President Little was one of Night of 1930 ended this ancient ritual,
the speakers, as were some of the coaches, which today is replaced by a bigger and
alumni, and students. The affair was a better event for alumni and students to
huge rally, with songs, cheers, and get together to celebrate and to wish
speeches as a part of the program. When their team luck for the big battle which
all was over, everyone gathered about a !comes the next day- and that es-cut is-large bonfire in front of Balentine. Ban- 1 110M ECOM I NG.

By Ernest Saunders

TWO YEARS AGO
President Harold S. Boardman of the
University of Maine was recently appointed chairman of a committee of nine members to study the effect Id the depression
on land grant colleges and universities.
The appointment was made by the chairman of the executive committee of the Associatiini of Land Grant Colleges and Universities, an organization made up of fiftyone land grant instituti.nis, forty-eight in
the United States, one in Alaska, .me in
lawaii. and itie in Pi•rto Rico.
Dr. James H. Muilenhurg, new dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Maine, is to be the speaker
at the annual meeting of the Maine Teachers' Alumni Association to be held October 27 in Bangor according to an announcement made by William I). Hall,
principal of the Eastern State Normal
School and president of the Asmiciation.
This will be Dean Muilenburg's first address to the alUMIti of the University.

PETERSON HAS ARTICLE
PUBLISHED IN MAGAZINE
Roy M. Peterson, professor of Spani
and director of the summer session. '
had his article, "Phi Kappa Phi---A
nuscracy iii Scholarship." published in •
October issue of The Fraternity Mown,
Professor Peterson. former president .,f
the local chapter of the Phi Kappa
is now Edit4w General of the !Ionia. S.
ety of that fraternity.
There used to be a day when the e
and woman went to the college. but V.
the New Deal and everything else .
that has been changed. It ;um. app.
as th, tight the college were going to •
Hiatt anti wt.man.
I.ast year Mount Ii. It
set up a k
of subcampus iii liartford, C.PIIII., for b.
girls who desired to receive a college ed:.
cation but cipuld not afford to go away to
get it
This fall Pennsylvania State College is
npe g instructiini centers in three el!
of that state-Pottsville, Ilazelton
Uniontown. Fourtmi cities had askeil
thi.se educatiiin facilitks, but only in th,
three did the authorities see such co:
ti us as required it

The Maine Masque has clo.sen a. its
first play for the current season the comedy...Is Husbands Go,by Rachel Crothers,
which will he presented in the University
Chapel November 10.
Therese E. 1Votid. extension specia
--iii fot.ds, will attend the ill111114l meet.
Hon. Louis J. Brann, rz.n.ernor-elect of of the .1merican
Dietetic .lssociatioti
Maine and graduate of the University in he held in
'Washington. 1). C Oct..*
the class ,d It498. is to be the speaker at the 14-18. While
011 the trip Miss Wood u,
.\ himiiii 11..meonning lunchvin which is visit extension
work in Massachusetts
to be held at the University of Maine possibly tither
states.
October 29.
--Thursday. Oct. 4, Dr. J. F. %Vince
Like the freshmen, the old set of can- Dean Deering attended a committer en,
non., fortm•rly a part of the armor of the Mg in Commissioner tif .Agricult
frigate -Constitution.- and mounted over- Washburn's office in Augusta. The in)
1”okint.: the Stillwater, have received their nig was called by a Maine Live St.
initiation 1111.t their first year of servitude Breeders' Committee in relation to Bar
on the CaMplis. SOMC artiStiCallY
Di-tease control. The Federal I ;.
students, returning in an a late m- turnal has allotted $15,000 to pay ind.
escapade. applied their talents to the 44(i cattle ctnutenined and $4,1ZIO
tor thC ad guns, and when Tuesday's sun lighted up ministratl..u, -1 the phut.
the college, thry displayed in lavish deeoration, all along their bronzed barrels, an
Hear Maine-Dartmouth football
unmistakable crimson red.
game over WLBZ Saturday p.m.

Professor Sprague of the Department
NOTICE
of Music. announced recently that the
The class in SOCial Dancing starts t.
Maine Festival Concert is to be given on
•
October 26 at the Bangor Auditorium with evening in Alumni Gymnasium. M.
Josephine
Shanley. if Bangor.
Roland Hayes, world renowned colored
there tf • instruct beginner. and at
tenor, as the guest artist.
students bet‘secii the Itour•
to
The Black Bears will travel to [hitt), 7
New Hampshire. Saturday to engage r
Hear Maine-Dartmouth football
New 1 lampshire Wildcats in a game w
has all the ear-marks of being a h um game over WLBZ Saturday p.m.
dinger from the start to the finish. The
Bricemen will attempt to take their hosts ma Phi. local
honorary- journalistic framb. camp 5(i that they nuy be one step ternity. at a
meeting held in the Campy:
nearer the New England Conference title office Tuesday
night Iht• iiedge. include:
which will be defended by the Cowell !trice
II. Jose. tetirge E. Osgood. Wilbert
coached team.
Protiovost. Ra)mond If. Gailey. Philip G.
Pendell, Roy J. Gavin, George Carlisle,
.ieed t..
I ;ant. and C \bin
lagels.

41111,11N

met

Tuesday night in Wingate Hall prelim- ; at the University, will endeavor to have
inary to forming an organization. which. its first issue in two years ready sometime
during the fall semester. Donald M. Stewit was decided, should meet once a month
- art and Carl Bottume are the co-editors.
Weston Evans, associate professor of The magazine's publication
is under the
Civil Engineering. presided. Twenty-six direction of Professor Ronald B. Levinson.
students and members of the faculty at- head Of the department of philosophy at
the University.
tended the meeting.
In years past the teeriete has endeavored
After discussion of the matter, the decision was reached that the programs of the to publish the best literary thought of the
meetings should include menibers as University of Maine, besides several
speakers, and that local photographers poems of an original nature and book remight contribute specialized information. views.
The subjects to be followed are: pictorial
Initial drawings for the fall tennis tournphotography, movie photography, miniaament which is already in progress are
ture photography, color phialography,
as follows: D. Currie and K. I.Vehll
trick photography, tx.rtraiture, filter
Loveless and Sturgis; Cary and Haggett ;
work, and enlargements. Developing and
Erskine and Boynton; Bates and Brooks;
printing will be the subject of the first
X'eague and Gundy; Smith and Cushman:
regular meeting, a demonstration lecture
Hitching, and Frost; Marsh and Pluttnat 204 Aubert Hall at 6:45 October 16.
mer.

Tuesday es-citing, October 2...
FIVE MEN ARE PLEDGED
TO FRATERNITIES HERE was held in 203 Hannibal Han.:
purpose of selecting representat:
Intramural Athletic Associatiosection sent one man. Those ,
the group were Wally Gleason.
wards, and Russell Orr. The',,
resent the ire,hinan class and wil
galls; Theta Chi, T. B. Button, P. F. Caent at the meetings of this hocl
sasa, and M. R Sumner.
forming regulations concerning
The freshman dormitories elected their and will help iron out any diffic.
house officers during the last week. may arise.
The sports under their super‘
Fourth floor Salentine limited its officers
to president and vice-president. Marguer- be touch football, basketball, it
ite Benjamin and Barbara Itrnwn were playground baseball.
chosen in the order named.
The registration in the Colleg,
In the Maples. elections were held at a
meeting with Betty Wilhelm, senior proc- culture totals 378 men and WI,71
tor, presiding. The following officers exceeds any previous record. el
were chosen: President, Mary Hale Sut- in 1932-33 amounted to 367 V,
ton; vice-president, Beatrice Hodgkins; the highest registration until the
secretary, Ad. lphine Voeglin; treasurer, this year.
Evelyn Adriance. The vice-president will
act as social chairn):,,!
Patroni7e Our Advertiser
The Interfraternity
'tate, that
the following pledges have been received
and properly recorded: Alpha Tau Omega.
Carroll R. Armstrong and Hollis P. In-

Hamingway and Plummer; Brooks and
SCOTT PAPER CO. SENDS
MAN TO STUDY AT MAINE Crocker; Gregory and Bartlett; Raymond
The Scott Paper Company of Chester.
Pa., which last year sent one of its men.
Mr. Wesley Corbin. to the University for
graduate work in pulp and paper, according to a report of the Company's Educational Director, is much pleased with the
work Mr. Corbin obtained here and is this
year sending up Robert McColl Young
with the same objective. Mr. Young's
home is in Prospect Park. Pa. lie received a B S degree from the University
of :Michigan in 1930. Ile studied two years
at the University of Denver. Mn, Young
has been with the Scott Paper Co. since
his graduatiim in 1930•

and Saunders; Dunlap and Soule; Hooper and Harvey; Smart and I.ittle; Merrill
and Healey; Stromberg and I.ucey ; Cotes
and Morrow; Cronkite and Matchett:
Hamilton and Jeffers; Boardman and
J,tin's.
Those drawing byes are Neal, Hamilton, Wadleigh, Fogarty. Felbovs, Raymond, and Frost.
Several of the first round matches have
been already played, and the results are
posted on the bulletin board in Alumni
Hall.
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Want to Know About

we advedise

You

We advertise in order that the public may better
understand what the Bell System is doing, and why it
does it. In this way we keep customers and prospective
customers informed of our aims, policies and progress.
We advertise in order to aid the telephone customer
in making the best possible use of his service. As
our
advertising influences one person after another to use
the telephone more effectively, the service rendered
every other user is correspondingly improved.
We advertise because we have a varied service
to
sell and by selling more of it we increase its value
to
each user. Because of the nature of the
telephone
business, it is our duty to inform the public continuously of the character and varied kind of service
we
provide.

Send them subscriptions to

filaittr Tattiptt
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England

In line with this broad plan, we find real opportunit
y
in addressing messages to college and university
people in their own publications,just as we also
vary our
advertising for women's magazines, farm papers
and
so on. 1934-35 is the fifteenth year during which
the
Bell System has published advertisements which take
college men behind the scenes of Bell Telephone
service.

The only college paper in the East that presents news by radio

Listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday

at 7:00 o'clock over WLBZ
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AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
PRINCE ALBERT is a blend of choke, top-quality
tobaccos. And a special process is used which removes every

truce of "bite." Try a tin of Prince Albert. Taste
its mild,
mellow fragrance! Consider its richness and body.
You'll enjoy, as never before, the hall companionship of your
pipe!
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ONE YEAR AGO

SOCIETY

Amateur Barberess Wields Shears;
Campus Office Routine Is Disrupted

Honorable Wallace R. Farrington '91.
for eight years Governor of Hawaii and
for many years president and publisher of
w strands to
her fair locks shorn, iiir
By the Posing Reporter
the Honolsdio Star-Bulletin. died of heart
adorn the already crowded pages in his
disease in a Honolulu Hospital Friday
M'ithin the stolid :i'nline. of the sedate "M" book devoted to "Women I Have
morning of last week. Ex-Governor Far- office of University of Maine Campos. the Known. mid Who I Wish I Knew Better."
KAPPA SIG PARTY
TRI DELTS PICNIC
rington had been ill for some time prior newspaper you get once a week. Miss Kay Said young lass with the shorn locks graW031EN HAVE
ATTENDED to his death.
WELL
IS
KNOLL
PINEY
AT
IS
S
MAPLE
Russell received an expert piece of ton- ciously complied with the request which
THE
AT
SING
sorial artistry at the hands of Miss Mar- was requested to be put in writing, Si) here
night, October 0, Kappa
fall
Saturday
On
annual
the
co-eds
attended
Many
third,
October
on
held
was
Max Mantor, celebrated German actor. garet Sewall.
it is.
Maples for all picnic of Delta Delta Delta which was held Sigma entertainixl a group of ten couples
evendramatics have won him acclaim
It 4 % night at the
whose
editor was pretty much taken in - The color of the hairs which will
evening at Piney Knoll. Novelty at a most successful vie party. The latest
The
Monday
from the theatre nobility of two continents, with the whole affair and in a meek voice tually be stuck on an unappreciative page
It was sponsored by the &rah- refreshments of potato salad, rolls, ham.
-:11T.C11.
victrola records were played by Gus Fay. presented a series of interpretative readWomen
already
Fagles with the .‘11 Maine
which was a cross between a throaty hic- in the young editor's "M'' book
cheese, doughnuts, milk, and marshmal.
and ings this morning in an assembly in Alumcream
ice
of
g
songs
consistin
the
.
ents
to,
led
unknown
Refreshm
is
Rowe
referred
had
who
Ella
lass
..•c!alance.
cup and a burp, begged the
lows were served. Midge Strout was in
walnut cake were served. Mrs. NVebster, ni Hall. lie was heard by a large and
Madeline Frazier played the piano. charge of arrangements.
fac
and
songs were
enthusiastic audience of students
house matron, chaperoned.
,s•. the college and football
uhy.
Scabbard and Blade will attempt to STEPHENSON IN CHARGE
RECORD CROWD IS AT
,;:• hy the girls.
OF SURVEYS PROJECT
have Governor Braun and BrigadierDELTA ZETA DANCE CONTRIB1'TOR'S CLI'B
au.
Morgenth
Henry
of
THREE
request
the
At
ORS
SPONS
TEAS
LY
H'.
TO HAVE WEEK
General Hanson present at the University
A record crowd attended the Delta Zeta
Mr. 1.. 1). Stephenson of the Civil
governor of the Federal Credit AdminisTALKS ON ETIQUETTE stag dance last Friday night in the womorganization and Engineering department, is in charge of a
their
intii
A meeting of the Contributors' Club
be
initiated
to
of
professor
Jones,
tration, Maurice D.
Colvin Sun Parlor, the en's gym at Alumni Hall. Music was prost week in
was held in the Balentine Sun Parlor on agricultural economics and farm manage- to attend the military ball.
project entitled, "Local Control Surveys."
students
Is to offer to all women
vided by Lew Kyer and his Rhythm Boys. Sunday night, October 7. About 15 of
ment at the University of Maine, has been
n
inmivatio
sponsiireal by the United States Coast and
This
etiquette.
and
Dr.
on
and
talks
Dean and Mrs. Olin S. Lutes
CoanciThe at Late, Elmer Rice's new
the members were present. After the reg- appointed to conduct a survey in the first
numa
by
suggested
Geodetic Survey. This work consists of
work has been
Mrs. Ernest Jackman chaperoned. Miss ular readiag of stories by different memFederal Land Bank District. ibis survey comedy. which recently received such treinterested students and it is ex- Ruth Crosby. Mr. Herschel Bricker. and bers, James Moreland, instructor of
ing a control system of rectanguwill be conducted under the supervision mendous success on Broadway, will be establish
rat the class will be well attended. Dr. George Small were guests of the journalism, suggested a weekly tea. spones which is tied into the tricoordinat
Washing
lar
of the Bank Commissioner at
presented by the Maine Masque on Thursr.cretaries and social chairmen of sorority.
sored by the Contributors' Club every ton, I). C. and the territory over which
n system of the U. S. Coast and
angulatio
the
10, at 8
.- women's organizations 1m
Thursday from three to five. The club Professor Jones will have to work includes day and Friday, November 9 and
Geodetic Survey. Funds are provided by
be
held
will
it
Theatre.
and
Little
are especially invited, and if they 12 COUPLES ATTEND
for
it,
the
Jerin
p.m.
favorably
voted
England. New York, and New
New
which
the State of Maine Relief Administration.
S. A. E. VIC PARTY in the faculty room at Stevens Hall. Free
I campus social functions in
sey.
men. moistly civil engineers, will
brought
be
to
The University of Maine football eleven Absitit 40
Sigma Alpha Epsilon entertained at a discussion on every topic is welcomed.
lace a part arc bound
for II weeks, according to
employed
be
future.
the
in
season
standard
the
of
12
with
attempt
higher
evening
third
its
Saturday
make
vie party last
• a
Everyone is welcome.
The M.C.A. retreated to Camp Jordan will
plans.
have
present
members
exat
the
il
ci mmmi
women faculty
couples present. Dancing under soft colSaturday and Sunday. October 7 and 8.. to break into the win
Last year similar work was carried on
from Lowell
to instruct the class: Miss Ruth ored lights was enjoyed. Mrs. McCollum. OUTING CLUB MEN
Francis A. Henson, prominent religious pense of a pass-tossing team
Augusta. This year's program
around
ions.
introduct
TO)
afterLEANand
ns
Saturday
RUCT
Field
invitatio
.
Alumni
CONST
chaperon
r...by on
house matron, was the
and social leader, was the special speaker. Textile at
bly enlarge the area covconsidera
will
NIrs.
and
dress,
on
ulah Osgood
noon at 2.00 o'clock.
Five members of the Maine Outing Club
Refreshments of punch and sandwiches
last year.
ered
scored
upistewart on tea and dinner service. were served during the evening.
who
football
The Black Bear gridsters
Creating the greatest major
left Sunday morning for Fitts Pond where
they spent the day finishing a lean-to of set in the East, a valiantly fighting horde on the powerful Yale eleven last Saturday
A guest over the week-end at the Sigma
GII"E
ZETAS
'
A PICNIC
OMEG
type which belongs to the of Maine gridiron warriors journeyed will face a team which has inn its roster Alpha Epsilon house was Maynard Lineck
CHI
Adironda
the
TEA FOR DIRECTOR
IS HELD AT LEDGES club. This lean-to is built about 100 down to the Yale Bowl last Saturday to fourteen lettermen, and which is one of kin '25 from Trois Rivieres, Quebec. Mr.
victory over the the most powerful elevens in the history Linekin is employed by the Canadian InMildred French. dean of women at
Blue sky, green trees. and a coffeepot feet away from the camp owned by Al gain a decisive moral
'cut State College, and director of boiling over on a smoky fire, all created a Prince, Outing Club vice-president.
powerful Eli football machine bebire they of its school.
ternational Paper Company.
--- 14-7 defeat after
vyrice I. Delta Zeta Sorority, paid an "picuicky" atmosphere at the Ledges
In addition to finishing the work on finally succumbed to a
The University of Maine debating sodDon Wilson '33, was a guest at the
visit to the local chapter on Sunday Monday night for the Chi Omega picnic the lean-to itself they arranged a reflector crossing the Yale goal for the first time
!.ot week. Miss French was enter- given by the sophomores to the other in connection with the fireplace, which is in the history of athletic relationship be- ety, at a meeting last night, elected officers S. A. E. house over the week-end.
ies.
for the year 1933-34, made plans for future
,,ed at dinner at Colvin Ilan by the members of the sorority.
in front of the camp. The men who went tween the two Universit
The FERA plan fiir student and is wiirkvarsity intercollegiate debates, and organstalwart
and pledges of the sorority.
'36.
Although every Black Bear
The usual picnic fare of hot dogs, rolls. are: Ralph Copeland '35, Al Prince
its
in
years
active
out very satisfactorily in the College
most
ing
)!I Sunday afternoon a tea was held in coffee and chocolate doughnuts disap- Freddie kVynch '36, Dick Boyer '38, and contributed greatly to the splendid exhibi- ized for one of the
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several coughing spells caused by the
y and Chemical Engi- work of the students.
TO BE HELD TONITE was the outstanding feature of the Maine ment of Chemistr
nty, Dr. Ruth Crosby, Delta Zeta's clouds of smoke pouring from the fire,
a meeting of the
attended
recently
neering
fa,.ulty adviser, and Miss Annette Mat- and mustard stains on everybody's old
Tonight President Hauck is holding an offensive attack.
at Cleveland
Professor W. J. Sweetser, head of the
Society
Chemical
American
ti i"a the chapter's alumnae adviser. clothes, no casualties resulted.
rein
informal reception for the members of
contacts
nt, and T. A. Sparrow, Instrucdepartme
valuable
where he made
At a meeting of Scabbard and Blade,
Vr, ()lin S. Lutes, patroness of Delta
the fire, and the freshman class at his home. This is
chemistry and tor in Mechanical Engineering. are cararound
of
sung
teaching
were
the
to
Songs
gard
the freshmen honorary military fraternity, held last
7,1a. and Mrs. Delia Sullivan, superinrying on research on the hydraulic resistchemical engineering.
a short meeting was held before the girls an annual affair, and affords
d with Wednesday evening, the organizathin laid
!,71.ent of Colvin Hall, 'soured. The
acquainte
become
,
ty
omsirtuni
an
es.
to the flow of water in 3-, 4-, 5-, and
dormitori
ance
the
to
returned
they
carwhich
,-rority colors, rose and green, were
of the University. A large plans for a year's activities m
president
the
pipe lines. %% Oh various kinds of
football
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Eliz-Dartm
was:
Maine
charge
in
e
Hear
The committe
n rules will introduce several innswations into
ried out in flowers, mints, and tapers.
Freshma
expected.
is
e
attendanc
and vanes
fittings
SulHart, Jane Stillman. and Jane
game over WLBZ Saturday p.m.
the functions of the organizations.
Margaret Hall was in charge of arrange- abeth
will be suspended for the evening.
livan.

In The Library
ART
,tclikanip. H. A Wanderer in Woodtits. 1932. 761 G499
.1.,..!.ger. C. S. Modelling and Sculpture in
Ow Making. 1933. 731 J185
! ,zIO de Lombos. P. A. Painting a
P.rtrait. 1934. 757 1..339
.rarie, A. P. The Painter's Nlethods and
Materials. 1926. 750 L373
k•‘era. Diego. Portrait of America. 1934.

PERSONALS

,

11.01,11ton
Margaret 1 itt and
home in
latter's
the
at
week-end
the
spew
South Portland.

Steeves was at her home in Lincoln the past week-end.
•
Beroice Hopkins spent the week-end
at her home in Belfast.
•
Lucinda Ripley and Elizabeth Storey
spent the week -end at Miss Ripley's hsnne
in South Paris.
751 R525
•
Charles Georges. A History of
Edith Stevens spent the week-end at
So83
709.51
Chinese .1rt. 1932.
Pleasant Point.
Fallmadge. Thomas E. The Story of
•
' ugland's Architecture. 1934. 720.942
Ella Rowe visited tier sister, Mrs. K
147
Day, in Bangor last week-end.
alters. Ilenry Beauchamp. The Art of
•
Edith Thomas visited her ironic in
!lie Greeks. 3d ed. 709.38 W17
Skowhegan last week -end.
BIOGRAPHY
•
Hilaire. William the Conqueror.
Ernestine Andrews spent the week-end
1934. 942.021 B
at her home in Bingham.
!test, Mary Agnes. Rebel Saints. 1925.
•
289.4 B465
Ruth Robinson visited Mrs. A. Willey
Courtney, Janet E. Adventurous Thirties.
in Bangor.
1933. 396 C835
I I art. Liddell. Cobinel Lawrence. 1934.
Irene Olsen spent the week-end at her
940.4153 1,4391.
in Patten.
home
,
.I.,rnes. Alice. Alice James, Her Brothers
•
B94
X
813.46
1934.
Her Journal.
Rachel Fowles spent Sunday at her
Johnsam
Iiii. Hugh Kitigsmill. Samuel
hisne in Belfast.
19.4. 824.63 XI.973
•
Janet Campbell visited her home in
\1,Irray, (Albert. Aristophanes. 1933.
Brewer last week-end.
ZM
•
y. Romola. Nijinsky. 1934.
Sylvia Alpert spent the week -end at
N582n
her home in Bangor.
Woodrow Wilson. the
rdith
•
Man.
the
and
arirature. the Myth,
Josephine Snow spent the week-end at
,4 973.913 W699r
her home in Hampden Highlands.
arton. Edith. A Backward Glance.
•
1934. 813.49 W55b
Jimilne Stuart pa•sefl the week -end at
FICTION
Pier home in Brewer
I:cith, Janet. No Second Spring. 1933.
•
823.89 B397
Helen Minoit spent the week -dal in
Pridge. Ann. The Ginger Griffin. 19.14.
Bath.
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...it makes the tobacco
act right in a pipe-bum
slower and smoke cooler

r

823.9l 11764g
Gelett. Two O'clock Courage1934. 813.5 11912
antwell. Robert. Land of Plenty. 1934.
813.5 C169
harteris, I.eslie. The Misfortunes of
Mr. Teal. 1934. 823.91 C385
,sistie, Agatha. Murder in the Calais
(oach. 1934. 823.91 C463c
rInrcen. Isak. Seven Gothic Tales. 1934.
s13.5 1)613
'almonds. Walter D. Mostly Canallers.
19.4. 813.5 Ed58m
Field. Rachel, God's Pocket. 1934.
113.5 F485g
(chhons. Stella. Bassett. 1934. 823.91
1;35214
"rases Robert. I. Claudius. 1934.
823.91 G7R7
Ilanmuri Knut. The Road I.eads On.
1934. 839.836 HI9r
Jameson. Storm. Company Parade. 1934
823.91 .1239c
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•
Mary Lord spent the past week -end at
home in Brooklin.
•
William Halpine visited his parents in
Portland over the week-end.
•
Carolyn Currier spent Sunday at the
home of her parents in Bangor.
•
Estelle Blanchard was the guest Saturday night of Mrs. Myron Leighton. Ban-

of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is different from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
... it gives the tobacco an extra flavor and aroma
...it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe- burn
slower and smoke cooler
. it makes the tobacco milder
... it leaves a clean dry ash
-no soggy residue or heel
in the pipe bowl

•

,

f- 0
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co
.1Oe. 4069
ocool
... in a

corpsman -sense
package- lOc

LIG(AVIT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

gor.
•
at
Geneva Epstein passed the week -end
her home in Bangor.
•
Beth Schiro spent the week -end with
her parents in Bangor.
•
John Driscoll, ex -'37, spent the weekend on campus, where he was guest at
S. A. E. fraternity, to which he was
pledged last year.

We wish in some zety we coald 4:11
every man who smokes a pipe
tojust tv' Granger
to44, 1,r.cs‘ r 5

M

ry,

p,,i co.

THE MAINE CAMPUS

THEATRE TALK
By Martin Scrivener

If the film ever had any merit, the
censors eliminated it. Unless you
are docility personified you will fed
restless when you know perfectly
well that a potential bit of filth has
been cut, as in place after place this
is the case, and you will not only feel
restless, you will also feel cheated.
If you happen to be a member of
the stronger sex you probably
wouldn't mind being cheated by Mae
herself, but when the censors do it,
that is a different matter. The picture depends chiefly for its effect on
the hour-glass figure, and even
though the fat girls through the entire nation are attempting to make
people think that the figure with the
natural bustle gets the masculine
vote, I feel that Mae has lost many
of her supporters. Now that her
pictures have to be closely censored,
she can't sing her songs, and Mae
without naughty songs is like newlyweds with no honeymoon cottage.

If ever you are in a position to witness a showing of "The Barrens of
Wimpole Street," see it without fail.
The stage play (if the same name is
one of the most beautiful ever written in any language or in any period, and the movie retains most of
the desirable qualities of the legitimate drama. It is crowded with the
superlative of dramatic action, and
at the same time the story itself is
one that inspires tremendous interest. The tenderness, the pathos, and
all of the over-used adjectives that
are almost ready to strike for shorter working hours can be applied to
this film with no misgivings. Liberty gave "The Barrens" four stars,
which means nothing at all in the
way of intelligent dramatic criticism,
but it does perhaps show that the
picture will be popular among the
general movie-going patrons. LiberAnd I hear that the Maine Masque
ty also gave "Tarzan and His Mate" has selected still another play for the
four stars.
first of the season. Something seems
to be wrong. "The Animal KingI believe that Charles Laughton dom" was the initial selection, and
could be a convincing Romeo. Peter in my estimation a better one
Pan. or even the bar in "The Face couldn't have been made. That
on the Barroom Floor." That man drama would have delighted 98 per
apparently can act any part with cent of the local theatre patrons, and
complete satisfaction. You will even though economists advise that
despise him in this picture, but that an investment which brings such
is exactly what he wants you to do. large returns may be dangerous, I
If you loved him he would soon be think that a venture in the field of
out of work. When seeing him in drama which would yield that
this bit, if you don't have an over- amount of profit would be worthwhelming desire to slap his face on while.
several different occasions you will
"Dangerous Corner" was the next
have less emotion than the majority play that was to be offered. Not
of people who have seen him.
particularly a good drama in itself,
PY.
but if well done, it can be acceptable.
Whether you are an admirer and This has now been eliminated, and
defender of the Browning poets, and "Candlelight" has been substituted.
whether "Sordello" to you is a fascinating piece of charming, delightful,
unfathomable density, you can still
appreciate and thrill at the intimate
glimpse of the famous couple. One
sweet little thing was heard to remark that the picture was "simply
unbearable." She didn't like the
horrid old movie because it was too
old fashioned. And they shot a person like Lincoln. True, it is old
fashioned, but perhaps your mother
is.
Of course the romance team of
Shearer and March are starred, but
Mr. Langhton is the character to
watch. That advice is perhaps unnecessary because vou will probably
watch him with no forewarning. He
is the essence of dramatic delight.
but on less enthusiastic consideration
I think he wouldn't like to have that
said about him. Not to let my emotions overcome my judgment, I say
that he is the person in the picture
that is most satisfying.
I hope Mae \Vest has saved the
nu•ney that she has made on her
previous pictures. If I were to offer a prophecy as to her future in
the land where marriage is sacred, I
would say that she has been much
?mire popular in the past than she
will be from now on. Her first picture, "She Done Him Wrong," was
SI In let!ling novel, and with a rather
faith f uI rem iductii in of tlw life and
spirit of the 90's I iii it only watched
the showing of the picture with interest, I enjoyed it. But one attempt
was sufficient. The movie goers
could have been "had" if Mae's
movie career had been limited to her
initial appearance. The present failure is called "Belle of the Nineties,"
and the title had rather an interesting evolution. The producers at first
called it "It Ain't No Sin," but the
moral squad that is at present menacing American theatrical undertakings, mustered its forces, and in
preference to a battle w ith the defenders of our children ( without a
doubt every woman in the league is
childless I the title was changed to
"The Belle of New Orleans." But
my, my, what a shock and insult to
the feminine Kiwanis and Lions of
that city. As though anything could
bother New Orleans, including Huey Long. However, the name of the
picture was subsequently changed to
"Belle of the Nineties," and everyone knots" that the 90's wouldn't
object.

Can the purity league be operating
in this place? I am definitely not
a defender of dirt in drama,and most
certainly not of radical tendencies,
but after all, sex is not a novel subject. I believe in the stork and all
things like that, but I think he has
his place, and that is on announcement cards.
As the choice is at present "Can-

dlelight," I hope that the Masque
will do this play, and not stop to consider "Three Little Pigs" or "Little
Red Riding Hood." No doubt the
latter would be appreciated, and I
would like to see Charlotte Lachance
in the title role, but for the present,
"Candlelight" will suffice. P. G.
W(xlehouse translated it, and any
of his novels or plays have my approval. He is not a great novelist
or playwright, but he is thoroughly
entertaining, and literature that aims
at sonic soul changing goal can at
times be boring. I think that as a
substitution, and substitutes are seldom as good as the original,"Candlelight" will be adequate for an evening of pleasure and relaxation. The
date for the performance has not as
yet been determined, but you can expect it sometime the first of November.
CHURCH NOTICE
Fellowship Church
Sunday, October 14
At the regular service 10:30 A.M. specia
music by newly organized choir, and s,,:
by Mr. W.J. Cupp. Dr. Sharpe will speak
upon the theme: "Human Nature Beit.:•
What It Is---But What Is It?"
Students' Class for Men and Women at
11:30 under the leadership of Dean James
Muilenburg. All students invited.
Young People's Club meeting at The
Manse, 23 Bennoch St., at 0:30 P.M. Dean
James S. Stevens will give a talk upon
"Humorous Situations in Dickens." All
young people cordially invited.

FIRST AND SECOND ROUNDS Y.W.C.A. PLEDGE SERIVCE
TO BE HELD SUNDAY NIGHT
IN TENNIS TOURNAMENT
WEEK
ENDED; FINALS THIS
service mark-

The annual Recognition
The results of first 1,,uhd playoff s in the ing the end of the Y.W.C.A. drive and
fall tennis tournament follow :
the pledging of new members, will be held
R. Erskine defeated R. Boynton 6-0,6-0; I around a bonfire in front of the Library
K. Bates defeated I.. Brookes 6-1, 6-1; next Sunday evening at 6:15, weather perVan C;undy defeated Veague 6-4, 3.6,6-4; mitting. This is a short, impressive ser
R. Smith defeated Cushman 6-2, 6-1; E. vice following a torchlight procession
Frost defeated G. Hitchings 5-7, 6-4, 6-4; from Balentine's south wing. Men stuR. Plummer defeated J. Marsh 6-1, 6-2; dents who may be attracted by the light
K. H. Johnston defeated R. Hamingway will please remember that this is a re6-1, 6-0; P. Gregory defeated J. Bartlett ligious service and not a rally or another
6-4, 6-8, 6-3.
pajama parade.
R. Raymond defeated H. Saunders 3-6
6-3, 6-1; J. Hooper defeated R. Harvey PRESIDENT HAUCK IN
DINNER TALK TO FROSH
6-2,6-3; R. Healy defeated D. Merrill 7-5,
AT DORMITORY WED.
4-6, 9-7; Stromberg defeated Lucey (default); C. R. Cronkite defeated W. E.
On Wednesday 11,•on. October 3, PresiMatchett 6-0, 6-2; W. Smart defeated H.
dinner with the freshman
I.ittle (default) ; J. Morrow defeated R. dent Hauck had
Dining Hall. ImCommons
the
in
boys
Boynton 6-0, 6-4; H. Cary defeated J. D.
mediately after the meal was over he gave
Haggett 6-1, 1-6,6-2.
a talk to the freshmen on such activities as
Results of second round playoffs:
the pajama parade. President Hauck said
Healy defeated Smart 8-6, 6-8, 6-3; that he did not approve of things of that
Fellows defeated P. Gregory 6-4, 4-6, 6-2; nature. He also mentioned the facts about
E. Frost defeated R. Smith 6-2, 6-0; K. stopping the trolleys, and he presented the
Vs'ebb defeated D. Currie 6-3, 6-3.
class president with a hill for car fares
All second round playoffs must he fin- on the night of the pajama parade and the
ished by Friday night. Oct. 12.
following night.
The freshman registration in the ColNOTICE
lege of Agriculture likewise exceeds any
other year. There are 130 men and women
There will be an M.O.C. meeting at 6.30
registered in the four-year agricultural Thursday evening in 33 Winslow.
course, nine special students and nine twoyear course students. The largest previPatronize Our Advertisers
ous registration of four-year course freshmen was in 1931-32 when a total of 114
were enrolled. This increased enrollment especially when the financial condition of
is regarded as decidedly encouraging the farmer is considered.

NOTICE
Don't forget the sca‘enger 1'i•
sophomore and freshman girls '-afternoon at 2 o'clock. Groups '•
from the Balentine steps and c,'
the Cabin.

STRAND THEATRE
ORONO
I hurs

o,t. 11

"THE GREAT FLIRT:,
TION"
a Paramount Picture, start
Adolphe Metijou, Elissa L..
and David Manners
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 12-13
Metro presents

"TREASURE ISLAND'
with ‘Vallace Beery, Jackie Cu..p
Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone
and Otto Kruger
Also added attraction,
Walt Disney's color Sills
Symphony, "THE BIG BAD
WOLF"
Mon. & Tues., Oct. 15-1,,
Warner Bros. present

"HERE COMES THE
NAVY"
A fast moving comedy, stai James Cagney. Pat O'Brien
Gloria Stuart
Wed., Oct. 17
"Two for One" every Wed '
Metro Presents

"THE GIRL FROM
MISSOURI"

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
ORONO, MAINE

ASSORTED KISSES 29e lb.
MacINTOSH APPLES 2 for Sc

with Jean Harlow, Lionel Barr
more and Franchot Tone. Thi.
picture is highly entertaining—
don't miss it
The STRAND is your theatrt
every worth while picture is shots
here. Make up your theatre parti,
and buy coupon book tickets:
10 evening tickets for $2.75
5 evening tickets for $1.50
10 matinee tickets for $2.00

cause the clean center leaves are the mildest
leaves...they cost more...they taste better.
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Maine Swamps Lowell 46-0, Preps For Dartmouth Sat.
Pale Blue Gridders Pile Up
Seven Touchdowns Despite
Rain and Slippery Gridiron
Higgins Scores Trio
Of Black Bear
Tallies
-•
By Roger Levenson
ampus Sports Editor
A ing power and speed hitherto dor• Coach Fred Brice's gridiron stal.wept over little Lowell Textile like
, ,ttam roller and hung a 46-0 defeat on
!H. Mill Towners on the rain soaked turf
! \lumni Field last Saturday. The ensurrounding the Pale Blue vie\% as considerably lessened when it
:earned that Bob Littlehale, star
•,•14 fullback, would be out of the
the rest of the season because of
. ligament suffered in the final period.
Black Bears were hot right at the
•.,r-t in spite of the rain which fell dim.- the game. Maine kicked off to Lowell
ball,
cii a Textile back fumbled the
\rbie Doherty, starting his second
a varsity end, pounced on the ball
I.. have it fumbled by Littlehale two
later after Bob had plunged to the
'
.,a1 marker. This did not discourage
Hricemen. for after keeping Lowell
in its own territory during the next
A minutes. Milt MacBride recovered a
11'e on Textile's 37 yard line. With
ttichale and MacBride lugging the hall.
V.cire pushed over the initial score.
-..rn the first touchdown to the finish
contest, Maine kept Lowell on the
-se and scored in every period. Soon
!,cr the first score, Milt MacBride shook
.e from scrimmage and went 37 yards
r the line only to have the play called
1,4- a clipping penalty. A few molater, Ted Butler was on the receiv' of a tricky lateral and scampered
r the second touchdown. Dewing
kicked the extra point from place-

THE VITAL STATISTICS
Maine Lowell
25
293
Yards Gained from Scrimmage
4
19
Yards Lost from Scrimmage
3
22
First Downs
6
7
Fumbles
10
7
Attempted Forward and Lateral Passes
5
5
Completed Passes
8
3
_ .......
... ..... ...
Attempted Punts
20
20
Penalties in Yards
.
Chapman
Pruett,
Butler,
e,
3,
Littlehal
Touchdowns: Higgins

MAINE LINEUP
...I.e.

Doherty
Sidelinger
Roderick
Cobb

DARTMOUTH LINEUP

Points After Touchdown: From Placement, Proctor 3, Dow.

..........r.g.
Lt.
.......... ......r.e.

.......

INTERCEPTED PASS IS BLACK BEAR FRESHMEN
FATAL TO JAYVEE ELEVEN DEFEAT BRIDGTON HERE

Butler
MacBride
Dow or Honer
Brewster

r.h.
i.b.

Carpenter
Bennett

I.e.

Stearns
Ray .

I.g.
C'
r.g.

Intercepting a forward pass
the waning minutes of the
last quarter of the M. C. I.-

in

Maine junior varsity game held
last Friday afternoon, a husky
M. C. I. eleven pinned a 12-6 defeat on the stubborn junior varsity aggregation.

In one of the most spectacular
and exciting freshman football
games ever witnessed on University gridirons, the freshman
eleven of the Pale Blue climaxed
a bitterly contested battle with a
strong Bridgton Academy outfit
by pulling out of their bag of
tricks an old "sleeper" or "shoestring" play to defeat the preppers 6 to 0.

1.t.

Littlehale Injury
Weakens Bear
Gridders
(Special Dispatch to the Casspsjl

Hanover, N. H., Oct. 11.—
Prepared to meet whatever
r.t.
Otis .
Maine has to offer in the way
r.e.
Camp
of opposition, Dartmouth will
q.b.
line up with the same team
Chamberlain
which defeated Vermont last
1.h.
Nairne
y, with the exception of
Saturda
r.h.
Deckert
who will return to
Nairne
Pot
f.b.
Handrahan
his regular position at number
one back after a week's enforced
absence because of a shoulder
injury.
Also prepared to meet Maine
OUT FOR SEASON
will be Bill Clark, regular of last
year. Don Erion, veteran tackle,
and Captain Jack Hill, triple
threat extraordinary, who has
been out of the Indian lineup for
the past three weeks because of
injuries.
Dartmouth may be expected to
show a great passing attack
which inclement weather has
kept under cover by two Saturday deluges. With Hill, Deckert,
Clark, and Chamberlin, throwing the pigskin the Indians will
have one of the flashiest passing
h
attacks in the East.
In repulsing Vermont and
by the scores of 32 and
Norwich
wh4i
Bloh Littlehale. star plunging back,
consecutively, Dart0
to
39
CaSil MI 11 ith a leg injury
is 'It for tb
mouth also showed a speedy
ground attack, with a low driving line and flashy backs. The
Indians will give Maine much to
worry about on the ground as
well as in the air.
Hagerman

c.

Reese
Totman
Hamlin

Unscored Upon,
Expected To Take To Air
Against Maine Saturday

-'Dartmouth,

-

right end, then wth Higgins, Littlehale.
and Marshall taking turns, the ball was
Both teams engaged in an exciting
carried to the visitor's nine yard stripe. aerial combat, many passes being comLittlehale then crashed through center icir pleted for long gains at crucial
seven yards. On the next play Battering periods.
Both teams fought on fairly even
Bob was again called upon to buck the line
The jayvees put the pigskin across
terms for the better half of the game,
and he gained the yard that brought him for the first score in the opening canto the pigskin staying in mid-field for
the
an injury which will keep him on the side- of the game, Beisel going across
of the plays. Good kicking
line on an off-tackle slant. The the most
lines for the remainder of the campaign. goal
Peterson of the frosh and Romano
Preppers evened the tally in the by
Not discouraged by this turn of affairs. second period and then came the in- of the visitors kept the teams on their
uck until
speedy Higgins crossed into the end zone tercepted pass in the final chapter of toes and it was nip-and-t
Swenson of the frosh intercepted a
for the third time for another six points. the game, spoiling the jayvees final
Bridgton pass deep in his own terriJim Dow's attempted conversion of the bid for another touchdown and send- tory and sped down the field to the
home I
Irstitute
the
from
boys
the
ing
extra point struck the goal post.
I Prepper's ten-yard line where he was
with the victory.
' downed. Two forward passes followed,
Downey replaced Littlehale after the
Jackand
Beisel,
Downey,
Badger,
yearlings pulling a fast one on
t
the
latter was injured, and was very much in son stood out for the Jayvees while
a
- , the second pass—calling into use an
did
He
finish.
Thomas
to
the
h,
and
point
that
from
Wentwort
game
the
Ready,
, old trick play known as the "shoepreppers.
the
for
kicked off to Lowell's 15 yard line, and well
, string" or "sleeper" play—an end does
The line-ups:
I not come into the huddle but stays out
I.owell promptly took to the air but could
E (6) I to one side and when the ball goes into
MAINE JAYVES
get nowhere against the Pale Blue de- M. C. I. (12)
,
. Smith play he dashes across the line to re.
. .. le
fense which was studded with jayvee play- Ready
.. Jackson ceive the pass. This tipped the balance
.
f'. Hersey ........._........lt
ers.
Olson for the frosh and the whistle blew as
ig
Wentworth
c Hackett, Hutchins the play ended.
After several fumbles by both sides, the Thomas
Shaw
rg
backfield, composed of Downey, Chap- Tibbetts
The line-ups:
. Pfunter
rt
Faostt (6)
(0)
man, Brewster, and Marshall. romped L. Hersey
BaincroN
re .Mack, Morrison
Doherty
Shute
_ le
down the field again with Chapman having Dickson ...._......._____qb..._ Badger, Mills Allen
Gleason
It
.
Beisel Gendolfo
the honor of scoring the last touchdown. Canavan
Ihb_
Fiske
lg
The jinx which has been following!
Fred Brice, the master mind
In the next minute and a half Lowell kept Hanson ......_ _ . .rhb........Aliberti, Lucey Konevvicz
Lees
c
Sheehan
Maine football players about since the I behind Maine football elevens, is
fb
attack again Fernald
its
passing
and
started
ball
the
Coding, Rubin
.rg
Toomey
\ •!,,% ay in the second peric Kt Clyde
again Monday
referee; Quinn,
Officials: Hitchner, re
Reidman season opened, struck
working overtime this week to
but was left stranded cin its own 41 yard
_ rt
Wills
ho had replaced Butler at quarsman; Kent, umpire.
hi .:
headline
re Laurin, Adams when Ralph Viola, speedy freshman find a capable man to fill the fullended.
the
game
when
Foley
stripe
Time: 4 ten's.
t, rha,-k, received a Lowell punt on the
Elliot, Hussey, fullback, suffered a broken leg in • back post left vacant by the inqb
Gilroy
The all round play of the Maine players
Peterson sc ri rump!. Viola, a former Orono
..•itor's 40 yard stripe and scampered
Desautels .... Ihb
Littlehale. At this
IES
THEOR
ALL
that
over
FOOTB
ly
improved
NEW
considerab
was
Tobey, Lord' High luminary, had just been given jured Bob
......... rhb
%cr the goal line for the Pale Blue's third
Kelliher
coach has been
UPON
the
T
EFFEC
blockThe
MAY HAVE
la the ball and was circling the end when writing
shown against Rhode Island.
fb Swenson, %Io
•
Romano
-, • ,re. Jim Dow kicked the extra point.
-'---Adrian Downey,
IONING
large
with
CONDIT
EASON
line
opened
the
and
bone
PRE-S
working
effective
The
ing
was
tacklers.
referee;
Kent,
two
Dana
by
he
hit
was
Hitchner,
Officials:
\t the start of the second half
and
1936 eleven, and
knee
the
thru.
the
to
scamper
on
man.
between
backs
the
fleet
snapped
for
headlines
fullback
was
gaps
umpire; Jordan,
',linger crashed through Textile's front
New theories in the game of footankle of his right leg.
r, 170 pound
smoothly as was
as
Brewste
functioned
attack
Wendell
The
recovered
was
which
punt
a
.,:l to block
ball which stress speed and agility
at Viola was considered one of the oute
Mrs. Elizabeth Wing. bousntiither
Jones' 1937
of
everyPhil
wetness
g
on
the
considerin
back
possible
quarter
to
said
v Lowell. When the visitors tried
more than brawn and muscle are
not wane when to be responsible for the change in Alpha Tau Omega, has returned after al standing backfield candidates on the outfit. Downey played against
Ft .•iit of danger again, Joe Hamlin thing. and the offense did
Milt MacBride the type of job the college star takes period of convalescence which prevented I squad.
M. C. I. las. week and also saw
,••icared the kick. and Roderick recovered scores were in the offing.
Coach Phil Jones, with one of the
lineup with when training for the coming season, her earlier arrival.
to
the
return
his
celebrated
in the Lowell encounter
action
outfits
yearling
•
gi% c Maine a first down on Lowell's 20
heaviest
and
largest
;
•
Gone are the days when he loaded i
y and his creditable
driving
is
Saturda
tutelage,
his
under
,rd line. Milt MacBride again broke nothing short of a field day.
:
years
in
the weekcrates at shipping docks, toted ice, ; Miss Jane Goldsmith spent
week
this
es
by
in
scrimmag
service
charges
did
yeomen
his
on
The linesmen
j
showing may win him the startligh the Lowell team to be downed
moved pianos, drove tractors, carried , end with her parents in South Paris.
to work out the wrinkles which au- •
1
assignment against the Big
' •,- !!nc-half yard line and Pruett carried stopping every Lowell play before it got bricks and smashed baggage. Instead, I
•
peared in the freshman victory over _
sumthe
,
of
at
score.
survey
a
week-end
in
the
another
at Hanover next Saturspent
for
found
'38
Ford
shows
was
over
ureen
Nlary
as
hall
started, so that the final tahulatioii
, Bridgton last Saturday. The attack
the Uni- her home in Brooklyn.
is day.
•• kicked the extra goal successfully. that the Textilemen gained a meager total mer jobs of the members of
coach
the
but
crude
rather
was
versity of Chicago football team, the
•
gridiron men in blue capitalized on
hoping for a smoother functioning
The rest of the lineup will be
candidates worked at things ranging Cynthia Adams '38 visited her parents in outfit to take the ficIih against Ricker
of 25 yards for their afternoon's work.
when
quarter
third
: ',well fumble in the
play
with the exception of the
children's
of
intact
directors
Classical Institute here next Saturday.
George Cobb backed up the line most from
Bingham over the week-end.
asorge Cobb hopped on the ball on
position which will
groups to the enervating avocation of
guard
left
I.! yard line. Milt MacBride again efficiently, and his passes to the backfield acting as companion to a deaf octofind Burleigh Roderick starting
the open for a 1••ng gain. squirming were worthy of much commendation when genarian.
• in the place of Bill Bessom. RodThe economic upheaval of the last •
- %%ay to the 18 yard stripe. A pass one considers the slippery ball which was
to
erick showed marked ability
ed
contribut
have
may
years
few
tiwv to 1/oherty netted nine more
against Textile and the coach is
the terrific change, but it is believed
in a puddle.
resting
frequently
.ind after several stabs at the Texthat the change in football styles did
giving him the call to start
Rockne
Higgins took the pigskin over for
Paul McDonald '35 spent the week-end the most. The late Knute
Dartmouth. Bessom will
against
genius of Notre Dame's elevens, is
:,down. Proctor proved himself to at Fort Kent.
position.
; credited with being the man directly
the
share
a genuine "truetoe- when he kicked
•
e's return to old
responsible for the recognition of the
MacBrid
Milt
week-end
the
my ball through the uprights for
Frank Morong '35 spent
importance of the light, speedy a ,
the Pale Blue
gives
form
time
• r point.
at his home in South Portland.
clever linesman. This seems to }hi
and speed
zip
of
plenty
attack
,
cowl
.•(.'s next score came as the result of
all
feature,
national
a
•
become
the fact
offset
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end
needs
weekit
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of
ce
which
the
spent
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importan
t
O'Connell
started
paramoun
the
Edward
realizing
•ained drive which
agility, even in the line.
that the Indians outweigh the
tie 47 yard mraker where Higgins at Mars Hill.
Maine Bears. MacBride put in a
•
, wned after running back Textile's
Hear Maine-Dartmouth football
Sam Vheeler was in Boston over the
session at punting Monday
long
• 22 yards. Marshall. who replaced
game over WLBZ Saturday p.m.
afternoon and it is likely that
-de, made 30 yards in a rounding of week-end.

Frosh Gridder is Hurt
In Scrimmage Monday
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MAE WEST

Picture.
u, LSI in "BELLE OF THE NINETIES"...• Paramount

directed by Leo Mcarrey

Listen to the Maine Catoipsu radio broadcast every Friday
at 7 00 o'clock over WI.BZ

part, at least, of the punting
burden will be shifted to his
shoulders. He will also share the
passing duties with Jim Dow.
Coach Brice has signified his
!intentions of using a concentrated aerial attack at Hanover
and the Maine forward passing
should be doubly potent with
IMacBride's return to the lineup, for besides the Pony Express, Carl Honer and Jim Dow
I have been doing the ball tossing
to date.
According to advance press
notices, Dartmouth, under a new
coaching regime headed by Red
Blaik, will have all their regulars on hand Saturday to do
battle with the Bricemen. Captain Jack Hill, Bill Clark, and
Frank Naine, halfbacks who
have been on the injured list,
worked out Monday with the
second team and will probably
see service against Maine. Eddie
Chamberlain, forced out of the
Vermont game in the first half
with an injured hip, appeared
nearly recovered when he reported for practice Monday and
according to the Dartmouth
trainer, will be ready to swing
into action Saturday.
Patronize Our Advertisers

THE MAINE CAMPUS
Picture Presentations Are Made to
University at Faculty Gathering
(Continued kola l'a

Methodist Episcopal Church
Herman I) Bedew. Minister
Sunday, October 14
The Wesley Foundation Student Forum
announces as its program for this Sunday
evening Dr. John H. Huddilston, who will
speak on the subject "The New Religious
Program in Germany." All students and
others interested are invited to be present
at the half hour assembly for worship in
the Church Vestry at 7 o'clock, and at the
Forum at the Wesley House immediately
following.
Parents antl others Who have to do with
the religious training of children will not
want to miss the Adult Forum, meeting at
the same time as the Student Forum. Miss
Alice Wetherell. Superintendent of the
Juvenile section of the Bangor Public Library, will speak and lead in a discussion
of "Religion in the Home," with especial
emphasis on religious books and pictures.
Miss Wetherell is the efficient head of the
Children's Corner at St. Johns Episcopal
Church of Bangor. and has just returned
from a Conference on Children's Work in
Boston.
Morning Worship at 10:30 with sermon
by the pa,tor. Adult vested choir.
EMINENT EDUCATOR SAYS
GRADUATES' CHANCES OF
EMPLOYMENT ARE SMALL

private business, and all this without
compensation, we are prepared to recFaculty wives, those better ha:. to ly and inconsiderately blown, careened
ognize an admirable but truly charachis rear
whom one often attributes the real brains crazily along the road and took
teristic trait of the man, namely, unwheel along with it. His car, in turn, and
more
far
dangerous
profs,
are
the
behind
flinching fidelity to duty.
not to be outdone. began a careening course
than we have hitherto imagined. A sales- of its own, landed in a ditch, rolled over
"The motives of Mr. Oak were defiman for Utterback and Gleason of Bangor twice and came to rest gently but firmly
nite and clear, to consult the true inis known to have made the following state- on its top.
terests of the institution and of the
men last Friday referring to Mrs. H. T.
A straighter course seas then followed
State, and to secure only the result
Andrews. "She hit me once, and I rolled to Professor Jackman's house where, carwhich was just and right...His name
over twice!"
ried away by the unexpected excitement,
was a synonym for honesty, truthfulness and loyalty to right."
What he really meant was that Mrs. the salesman made the above statement
"One of the unwritten records of Lyn- Andrews' car, a tire on which had recent- over the phone.
don Oak's services to the University of
Maine took place when he sent his son,
stated that "college
John Marshall Oak, here as a student. He COLLEGE GRAD MARRIAGES I ily Relations
worst wives."
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ful and loyal alumni, serving his
makes less trouble than all the other
mater as President of the General Altmini
College men and women make the classes put together," said Judge SabAssociation, as secretary of the class of
successful married couples was
most
1873, and as Trustee from 1908 to 1915.
men bath.
He termed Dr. Wilson's statement
The passing of the years did not dim his the opinion of many prominent
made
statements
in
women
and
the
In
grossly "unfair" and "groundless."
the
University.
enthusiasm for
Dr. Ernest R. Groves, professor of
alumni records of recent years we find throughout the country during recent
his name listed as the first contributor to months. Among those who expressed sociology at the University of North
is another of the men who
the Alunmi Memorial, as the donor of a this opinion was the noted Judge Jo- Carolina,
His
e geed
ohemassk•ciemancollejzten
believe
valuable collection of books to the Uni- seph Sabbath, Chicago's divorce judge. better
wife.
td
opwithout
was
not
of
opinion
bequest
The
generous
His
versity Library.
spoke recently at a conference of edua scholarship fund will benefit worthy position, however. Dr. D. P. Wilson, cators, clergymen, social workers and
of the Lois Angeles Institute of Fam- public health experts on marriage and
students for countless years to come.
"The University of Maine is happy today to have representatives of the Oak
——
family present as we honor the memory of
WOMEN
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MEN
those dear to them, and to us. We are
BILL
CASEY
and
portraits
fine
these
to
possess
proud
Stakes his 15 years' reputation in Orono that he can
we are grateful to Mrs. Grace Oak Parker for the portrait of her father and u.
please the most discriminate man, woman or child
Mrs. John Marshall Oak for the portrait
STRAND BARBER SHOP
of her husband. They will be a constant .
Bill Casey, Prop.
Mill
St.,
Orono
loyal
of
reminder in the years to come
devotion and unselfish service to educa- •
and ti the UniVerSIt V of Maine."

Newark, N. J.— More than 2,000
high school and college students, attending the first Choose-A-Career conference sponsored by the L. Barnberger Company of this city, heard
eminent men divulge words of wisdom
in their fields, and heard Zelotes W.
Coombs, dean of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, state that twice as
many are graduated as there are jobs
to be filled. The consensus of opinion
of the speakers was that chances for
college graduates to get job, were
slim.
Students from 193 eastern colleg,
who attended the sessions also heard
James P. Warburg, vice-chairman of
the Bank of Manhattan and financial
adviser to the American economic delegation at the 1933 London conference,
discuss the fact that "banking as a
business career is dead."
The lack of employment, 1/ean
Coombs pointed out, will compell the,
great majority of college graduates to
be satisfied with menial and inferior
positions. Charles C. McCracken,'
president of the Connecticut State
College, declared there was no other
problems in the country as important
as that of placing college graduates
in suitable positions, and that unless •
the problem were solved the country
would face the same unrest with which
Germany is coping.

family relations at Columbia University. Dr. Groves said he had observed only one unsuccesssful marriage
between a college man and a college
woman. High tribute to the collegetrained woman was voiced by Dr.
Groves. He praised them because they
were not satisfied to become "a man's
cook."
Roger Levenson, sports editor of the
Campus, will cover the Maine-Dartmouth
game Saturday at Hanover, New Hampshire.
Hear Maine-Dartmouth football
game over WLBZ Saturday p.m.

Several senior civil engineering student,
made an etcanaination of the rate ,t1 svater
flow of the Penobscot River at Flied
NVednesday.
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Ce 'Rendezvous

...and while we're
talking about cigarettes
I don't suppose you were ever
in a warehouse where they were
storing hogsheads oftobacco. Anyway here's Tomething interesting:
Liggett &Myers,thepeople u.ho
make Chesterfields, have about
2 miks of storage u.arehouses
1
4/
where they age the tobacco.
Down South where they
grow tobacco folks say...
It's no wonder so many
people smoke Chesterfields.
The tobaccos are mild and
ripe to start with, and then
they're aged the right way
to make a milder, better.
tasting cigarette.
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